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‘Torn’: Living with 
top US greenhouse
gas spewing plant
WEST JEFFERSON, Alabama: The exhaust-belch-
ing smokestacks of America’s most greenhouse gas-
emitting power plant tower over Jennifer Chesser’s
neighborhood, but she’d likely fight to keep them
from falling silent. The James H Miller Jr site faces no
immediate shutdown threat and has the backing of
many locals because of the jobs it offers - despite
sending about as much planet warming carbon diox-
ide into the sky last year as 3.7 million cars.

“It’s a double-edged sword for me,” Chesser said
of the coal-fired generator just northwest of
Alabama’s largest city Birmingham. “It’s harming the
planet but at the same time it helps us because it’s
what’s making our living. So I’m torn.” Coal is her
family’s business - she’s the daughter of a sixth-gen-
eration miner and her husband works in the industry
too - so a blow to Miller would be one against her
personally.

“We don’t have any other options,” Chesser, a
46-year-old homemaker, told AFP. The plant high-
lights a key problem in counteracting climate change
- even for people who accept it is happening, the
threat can be overshadowed by pressing daily needs.
That ongoing battle will bring together world lead-
ers this week for a virtual summit as President Joe
Biden works to revitalize a global effort left in chaos
by his predecessor Donald Trump.

Out at the Miller plant, workers’ cars line the
parking lot at the sprawling site along the Locust
Fork of the Black Warrior River, where coal arrives
by rail cars and deceptively innocent-looking white
exhaust pours into the air day and night.

‘War on coal’ 
The road that winds past the facility leads to a

cluster of homes, one was rotting and abandoned
with a dead tree in the front yard and a view of the
stacks through its dirty kitchen window. From that
plant 18.8 million tons of heat-trapping carbon diox-
ide were released in 2020, making Miller the top
emitter among US power plants, according to a
February report by advocacy group Environmental
Integrity Project. It has been a top source for years.

Alabama Power, which operates Miller, declined
an interview request from AFP but emailed a state-
ment saying the plant is “efficient” and produces
more electricity than any other coal plant in the
United States. They also claimed to have “achieved
significant carbon reductions - 47 percent across
our generation fleet from 2007-2020 - and expect
carbon emissions to be further reduced over time.”

Though the United States remains the world’s
second top producer of carbon dioxide behind
China, things are changing as the nation’s reliance on
coal power recedes. The amount of electricity pro-
duced with coal in 2019 hit its lowest level in 42
years as natural gas and wind-power output jumped,
according to the US Energy Information
Administration. Even as Trump pledged to end what
he called the “war on coal” with government money
and slashed regulations during his presidency, the
pace of reduction in capacity was reportedly faster
than under Barack Obama’s environmentally-
focused administration. Biden has already sent clear
signals of his intent to further move America away
from fossil fuels. “We need to be bold. So let me be
clear: That includes helping revitalize the economies
of coal, oil and gas and power plant communities,”
he said a week after taking office in January. —AFP

LONDON: One year ago, crude oil prices plunged
into the abyss, wiped out by the global coronavirus
pandemic and disagreement within OPEC. Twelve
months on, prices have recovered and are rising,
boosted by the global vaccination rollout and
brightening optimism over demand. Oil has returned
to its pre-pandemic price, hovering around $65 a
barrel, with predictions from Goldman Sachs it will
rise above $80 in the coming months.

Strong indications are that demand will rise in
countries where COVID jabs are moving apace,
according to the US investment bank. Rival group
Morgan Stanley is predicting that crude prices will
rise to $70 a barrel in the third quarter, adding to
normal seasonal demand. According to the
International Energy Agency (IEA) in its latest fore-
cast, the fundamentals of the oil market - supply
and demand - are “stronger” and better balanced.

Even OPEC is more optimistic, and expects
global demand for crude to rebound by six million

barrels per day in 2021 to 96.5 million barrels per
day. It’s a remarkable turnaround from 12 months
ago, when the benchmark price for US crude
plunged below zero dollars for the first time in his-
tory. The market fell as low as -$40.32 on April 20
as investors were caught between a lack of buyers
and an inability to take delivery of barrels due to
lack of available storage space. In effect, they had
to pay to get rid of the oil.

Optimism
“A lot has changed since the negative price sto-

ry,” said Ipek Ozkardeskaya, a senior analyst at
Swissquote Bank, which specializes in online finan-
cial and trading services. “Predictions have gone
well ahead of themselves, many pointing at a deeper
decline toward the negative $100 per barrel mark,”
she told AFP. “But none of that happened, and look,
a year after, many reports are now pointing at the
positive $100 per barrel level instead.”

In Britain, the government vaccination campaign
is moving swiftly. As of Tuesday, more than 33 mil-
lion people had received a first dose of a vaccine,
and 10.4 million a second dose. In the United
States - the world’s biggest economy - where
President Joe Biden has pushed through a massive
stimulus package, more than half of US adults or
roughly 130 million people have had at least one
shot of a vaccine. That bodes well for crude
demand because the US is the world’s biggest
consumer of oil. The International Monetary Fund
(IMF) is meanwhile projecting global economic
growth of 6.0 percent this year after the historic
virus-induced recession of 2020. 

Overconfidence 
In a note to clients on Tuesday, Bjarne

Schieldrop, chief commodity market analyst at SEB,
warned against complacency over oil prices. “The
main point is that it can happen again and that

Saudi Arabia has the power to do it by flooding the
market,” he said. “Maybe not as extreme as it hap-
pened because there were several circumstances
involved,” he added, citing the Saudi-Russia price
war as an example.

The row between Moscow and Riyadh at the
OPEC+ ministerial summit in Vienna on March 6,
2020 compounded the effects of the pandemic. The
short but intense falling out between two heavy-
weights in the 13-member cartel of oil-producing
nations and its 10 affiliates threatened world crude
storage capacity levels with cheap oil. A fragile truce
has since returned to the alliance which, after drasti-
cally cutting production to adapt supply to sluggish
demand, is gradually turning back on the taps.

Bjornar Tonhaugen, an analyst at Rystad, said the
next step for producers to negotiate could well be
energy transition, which could transform the market
between now and 2050, as consumption of hydro-
carbons falls and renewables surge. —AFP

Demand to rise in countries where COVID jabs are moving apace

Oil prices recover one year on 
from historic subzero plunge 

In Texas, a rancher 
swaps his oil pumps 
for wind turbines
SAN ANGELO, Texas: Cattle rancher Bobby
Helmers cranes to listen as the blades of his six
giant wind turbines slice through the air in the
same Texas fields that once echoed with the sounds
of oil pumps. Like JR and Bobby Ewing, lead char-
acters in the hit 1970s and 80s TV series “Dallas,”
Helmers hosted oil wells on his land for decades.
But with renewable energy increasingly viable even
in the petroleum-rich Lone Star State, the 79-year-
old is among several ranchers who have plugged
their pumps and made the shift to wind power.

He still marvels at how little noise comes from
the massive turbines, each of which cuts a 120-
meter diameter over the property, and the taste of
modernity that they brought three years ago to a
traditional cattle ranch owned by his wife Sandra’s
family for three generations. “The Stetsons and the
horses have been replaced by caps and pickups,”
Helmers said, referring to the iconic brand of wide-
brimmed cowboy hats.

The cows, however, remain on the ranch in San
Angelo, some 400 km southwest of Dallas. The
Helmers and an employee raise 125 head of
Brangus, a hybrid between the Angus breed prized
for its tender beef and Brahman known for their
resistance to heat. But today, half of the ranch’s
operating revenue comes from the turbines.

Texas wind champion 
A few miles away, in a small building set among

juniper bushes and cacti, Kevin DeFoor manages
some 10 workers tasked with maintaining the wind
farm of 76 turbines, including those on the Helmers
land. “The region developed itself thanks to agri-
culture, ranching and oil,” said 48-year-old DeFoor,
an employee of French energy giant Engie, which
manages the wind farm.

It took a while before the area native realized
that local riches were not just found in the soil. In
2007, DeFoor, a former prison warden, became the
first in his family to work in the wind energy sector
- and he has been raving about the area’s wind con-
sistency ever since. “Our turbines turn 50 percent
of the time,” DeFoor said, in what he called a “great
performance” for the US wind sector. President Joe
Biden’s call for a clean energy revolution has res-
onated in Texas. The state known for its fossil fuels
has invested heavily since the early 2000s to
become the nation’s top wind energy producer and
second-biggest producer of solar energy. 

“Contrary to popular belief, Texas governor (and
later US president) George W Bush, and then his
successor Rick Perry didn’t want Texas to be solely
reliant on oil,” according to Joshua Long, an asso-
ciate professor of environmental studies at
Southwestern University near Austin. “They viewed
Texas as ‘The Energy State,’ with a diversity of
energy sources.” As a result, fossil fuels and renew-
ables have coexisted in Texas for years. 

‘Stable’ revenue 
Such transformations will be in focus later this

week when Biden hosts an Earth Day summit

aimed at reinvigorating the world’s climate change
fight. But it is not out of environmental conviction
that Helmers flipped from oil to wind. Installed in
the early 1990s, his oil pumps began producing
steadily shrinking returns, and after about three
decades, the contractor operating them eventually
threw in the towel.

In a sl ice of good fortune, the Infinity
Renewables group arranged to meet with Helmers
and his neighbors in a nearby restaurant, where
the potential royalties from wind energy the suit-
ors described convinced Helmers to make the
switch. Oil reserves and profits can drop, he said,
while “in wind, the production is stable,” and profit
shares rise over the years as the investments are
amortized. —AFP

ELDORADO, Texas: Cattle rancher Bob Helmers, who
recently allowed utility company Engie to build sever-
al wind turbines on his land, stands among some of
his cows on his ranch on April 16, 2021. —AFP

Morocco looks 
to fear-free 
hashish farms
KETAMA, Morocco: After decades without legal
cover, farmer Mohamed Morabet looks forward to
selling his hashish this summer on the open market
now that Morocco plans to legalize cannabis for
medical use. The government of the world’s top
hashish- producing nation last month ratified a draft
bill to legalize its medical use, and parliament is
expected to debate the legislation this week.

“We will finally come out of clandestinity,” said
Morabet as he tended to his freshly sown fields of
“kif” - literally “pleasure” in Arabic and the term
used for cannabis in Morocco. “We used to live in
fear,” added the 60-year-old farmer whose fields lie
in the fabled northern Ketama region at the foot of
the marginalized and underdeveloped mountainous
region of Rif.

According to a report released last year by the
United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime
(UNODC), Morocco is the world’s biggest producer
of cannabis resin, or hashish. Cannabis output in the
North African country was estimated to total more

than 700 tonnes in a study last year by the Global
Initiative against Transnational Organized Crime.

That same year more than 217 tons of cannabis
were seized by authorities, according to official fig-
ures. It was banned in Morocco in 1954 but has been
tolerated as its cultivation provides a livelihood for
80,000 to 120,000 families, according to unofficial
estimates. Now the kingdom hopes that cultivating
cannabis for medical use will become a lucrative
business and place Morocco on the global market.

Reaping profits 
According to Morocco’s interior ministry, the

market worldwide is growing at an annual rate of
30 percent, and by 60 percent a year in Europe.
Farmers, who only made a small profit while traf-
fickers for decades reaped the benefits from the
sale of cannabis, are also hopeful for a more prof-
itable future. But some, like Morabet, have voiced
reservations.

“When the bill becomes law we will have fewer
problems, but we worry that prices will drop,” said
Fadoul Azouz surveying his ploughed fields in the
Ketama. But authorities and experts say these fears
are baseless. Officials estimate that farmers could
make a 12 percent profit in a “legal market” com-
pared to only four percent now, the official MAP
news agency reported.

Botanical researcher Ismail Azza agrees, predict-

ing that “revenues in a legal circuit will certainly be
better than those on the black market”. According
to several sources in the Ketama region, a kilogram
of hashish extracted from hybrid plants would sell
for around 2,500 dirhams ($261) a year ago - and
four times as much if the cannabis came from the
fabled “beldiya” (local) seed. But following a crack-
down on drug trafficking, a kilogram now sells for
around 1,500 dirhams. —AFP

KETAMA, Morocco: Farmers stand at a cannabis field as
it waits for the next planting and harvest season in the
region at the foot of the marginalized and underdevel-
oped mountainous region of Rif on April 8, 2021. —AFP

Crisis-hit Lebanon
farmers turn to 
growing hashish 
BAALBEK, Lebanon: For three decades Abu Ali plant-
ed potatoes to provide for his family, but Lebanon’s
economic crisis has driven up production costs and
forced him to swap the crop for cannabis. “It’s not for
the love of hashish,” the 57-year-old told AFP in the
eastern Baalbek region, the heart of Lebanon’s illicit
cannabis industry. “It’s just less expensive than other
crops... and allows you to live with dignity.”

Lebanon is in the throes of a spiraling economic
crisis compounded by the coronavirus pandemic. As
the value of the local currency plunges on the black
market, the cost of imported fuel, seeds, fertilizers
and pesticides priced in dollars has skyrocketed.
More and more small farmers, who were already in
dire straits before the crisis, are deciding to grow
cannabis instead. “With agriculture, we were always
losers,” said Abu Ali, who asked to use a pseudo-
nym over security concerns.

After decades of neglect by the state, many of
Abu Ali’s colleagues are now indebted to banks or
loan sharks and have had to sell land or property to
settle dues. To avoid the same fate, Abu Ali in 2019
started cultivating hashish, or cannabis resin, which

costs four times less to produce than potatoes or
green beans. It also requires less water and fertiliz-
er, while strong market demand means he can rake
in a stable income for the first time in years. “When
we planted vegetables we couldn’t even buy fuel for
heating,” Abu Ali said.

‘Not high life’ 
He has dedicated two hectares of land to hashish

cultivation - enough to produce around 100 kg
every harvest. One kilogram sells for an average of
two million Lebanese pounds ($160 dollars at the
black market rate), but its price could reach up to
five million pounds depending on quality. “I’m not
living the high life, but... I can feed and support my
family,” Abu Ali said.

Hashish production was once limited to a few vil-
lages in the Baalbek, including Yammouneh, but its
deputy mayor Hussein Shreif said it is now gaining
traction across the whole region. “Many farmers
have given up on growing their usual produce
because of losses,” he said. Cannabis, on the other
hand, “costs less to produce and rakes in a profit
irrespective of how much it’s sold for”.

Lebanon is the world’s fourth biggest hashish
producer behind Morocco, Afghanistan and
Pakistan, the United Nations said in a 2020 report.
At least 40,000 hectares of land are planted with
cannabis, the UN says, even though its sale and
consumption are officially banned in Lebanon. A
year ago parliament voted to legalize growing

cannabis for medical use, to boost revenues for the
crippled economy. However, authorities have yet to
take action, even though hashish could rake in $350
million a year in revenues and up to $1 billion by the
fifth year, outgoing agriculture minister Abbas
Mortada told AFP. The government still needs to
create a regulatory body to oversee legalization and
a months-long delay in the formation of a new cabi-
net means it will not likely see the light anytime
soon, he said. Mortada explained that he was work-
ing with international institutions and drafting plans
to boost an agriculture sector that has been
“neglected for decades”. —AFP

BEKAA, Lebanon: Women sift dried cannabis to pre-
pare hashish in eastern Lebanon’s Bekaa Valley on
March 6, 2021. —AFP

WEST JEFFERSON, Alabama: Fred Chesser Jr, 57, a
coal miner, speaks with AFP across from his house
as steam rises from the Miller coal power plant on
April 11, 2021. —AFP


